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The Crusader's Kiss (The Champions Of
Saint Euphemia Book 3)
Dear Reader— It is true that I acted boldly, brazenly,
wantonly…and I confess, I have only myself to blame. I knew
what sort of man I was dealing with, knew Gawain Lammergeier
was a rogue and a thief. Yet when I schemed to seduce him
and reclaim what was rightfully mine, I never imagined I
would succumb to the charms of this reckless, golden-haired
scoundrel. Make no mistake, I took what I came for—the
sacred relic stolen from my father that can restore the
fortunes of my keep. I should have been content then, to
return home with my prize. Alas, I let desire rule me. For I
have dared to tempt Gawain—to best me, bewitch me and even
bed me, in pursuit of my treasure. —Lady Evangeline of
Inverfyre * * * Claire has written numerous books featuring
the Lammergeier family and set in her fictional medieval
Scottish realm of Ravensmuir, Kinfairlie and Ravensmuir. You
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can read all the books in order, or read each series in
order. A. The Rogues of Ravensmuir The first trilogy. It all
begins with Merlyn at Ravensmuir... 1. The Rogue - Merlyn
and Ysabella's second chance romance 2. The Scoundrel Gawain (Merlyn's brother) and Evangeline's mistaken
identity/disguise romance. 3. The Warrior - Michael (the
Hawk of Inverfyre and son of Gawain and Evangeline) and
Aileen's marriage of convenience and second chance romance
B. The Jewels of Kinfairlie This series tells the stories of
the children of Roland, the younger son of Merlyn and
Ysabella. There are eight children, and they appear briefly
at the end of The Warrior. 1. The Beauty Bride - Madeline
and Rhys' marriage of (in)convenience romance 2. The Rose
Red Bride - Vivienne and Erik's mistaken identity and
marriage of (in)convenience romance 3. The Snow White Bride
- Alexander and Eleanor's marriage of convenience Christmas
romance 4. The Ballad of Rosamunde - a short story featuring
Rosamunde (the pirate queen) and Padraig and a friends-tolovers romance. The True Love Brides This series follows the
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next four siblings and features a battle against the Fae for
the hearts of those from Kinfairlie. 1. The Renegade's Heart
- Isabella and Murdoch's forbidden love and protector
romance 2. The Highlander's Curse - Annelise and Garrett's
outcast and protector romance 3. The Frost Maiden's Kiss Malcolm and Catriona's protector and marriage of convenience
romance 4. The Warrior's Prize - Elizabeth and Rafael's
protector, forbidden love, and outcast romance The Brides of
Inverfyre This series (in progress) takes us into the
Highlands to Inverfyre for the story of Ross, the eighth
sibling, as well as the stories of the children of the Hawk
and Aileen. 1. The Mercenary's Bride - Mhairi and Quentin's
second chance Christmas romance 2. The Runaway Bride - Ross
and Aiofe's runaway bride, protector and forbidden love
romance. You can download free family trees from Claire's
website, right here: https://delacroix.net/ravensmuir/familytrees/ * * * rogue, medieval, disguise, intrigue, highlands,
thief, widow, protector, gothic, arranged marriage, class
war, cat and mouse, protector, knight, warrior, bride
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More cherished than gold are the Jewels of Kinfairlie, and
only the worthiest of men may fight for their love…The Laird
of Kinfairlie has unmarried sisters, each a gem in her own
right. And he has no choice but to see them all wed in
haste. Like a heroine in an ancient tale, Vivienne waited in
the highest chamber of Kinfairlie's tower for her fated
lover. In the darkness he came for her, cloaked and hooded
so that she would not see his face. He loved her sweetly,
thoroughly…and Vivienne knew she had met her destiny. But in
the morning light, her dream is shattered. Erik Sinclair of
Blackleith is no romantic hero but a disinherited warrior
who arranged her abduction to regain his own legacy.
Outraged by Erik's insistence that he needs her solely to
beget a son, yet ensnared by the passion he awakens,
Vivienne realizes that there is more merit in her taciturn
spouse than he would admit. Erik is skeptical of her growing
faith in his honour and her desire to recapture his stolen
birthright…Little does he suspect that his rare gem of a
bride intends to capture his barricaded heart as well. *****
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I’ve written many series set in my fictional medieval
Scottish world of Ravensmuir, Kinfairlie and Inverfyre. This
is the order in which the stories take place, although you
can start with any series. I recommend you read each series
in order. There’s a tab on my website for ALL books in this
world: http://delacroix.net/ravensmuir/ I. The Rogues of
Ravensmuir This is the first series to take place in this
world. These three books are a bit more gothic in tone and
less tightly linked to each other than the books in
subsequent series. 1. The Rogue Merlyn and Ysabella’s story
is a second chance romance with a bit of intrigue and
suspense. Their relationship is a class war - he’s the laird
and she’s a village girl - but there’s an immediate
attraction between them. Can Merlyn trust in love at first
sight? Can Ysabella trust her rogue of a husband when he
returns five years after their parting to ask for her help?
This is the first book featuring Ravensmuir and in it, we
learn the story of its sister holding, Kinfairlie. 2. The
Scoundrel Can a notorious bad boy like Merlyn’s brother
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Gawain be redeemed by love? In this story, Gawain meets his
match, the enticing Eglantine, who is not just as adept a
thief as he is but is prepared to seduce him to regain the
prize she desires. This is cat-and-mouse story of action,
adventure and intrigue takes us from York to the highlands
of Scotland, to Eglantine’s home at Inverfyre. 3. The
Warrior At the end of The Scoundrel, Inverfyre is lost to
the notorious MacLaren clan, but years later, Eglantine and
Gawain’s son Michael - the Hawk of Inverfyre - returns to
reclaim his legacy. He has need of an heir so he abducts
Aileen to be his bride, never guessing that these two have
shared a great passion in their past lives. At Inverfyre,
Aileen is plagued by visions and fears she is going mad,
while the Hawk is uncertain whether his beguiling new bride
can be trusted—or whether she has let the MacLarens in the
gate. This medieval Scottish romance has some fantasy
elements as it’s a reincarnation story. II. The Jewels of
Kinfairlie At the end of The Warrior, there is a family
gathering at Inverfyre. We briefly meet Merlyn and
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Ysabella’s son Roland, his wife Catherine, and their eight
children. This series begins several years later, after
Roland and Catherine’s tragic death, when their oldest son
Alexander suddenly becomes laird. The treasury is empty. The
harvest will be poor. Alexander needs to see his sisters
married as quickly as possible, but they wish to wed for
love. 1. The Beauty Bride Alexander arranges an auction for
the hand of his defiant sister, intending to manage the list
of bidders - but a notorious mercenary, Rhys fitzHenry, pays
the highest price. This arranged marriage doesn’t begin
well, as Madeline is a runaway bride, but Rhys pursues her,
saves her, and tries to court her. I love that Rhys tells
Madeline stories to win her heart, and that she quickly
figures out that each choice of story reveals one of her
husband’s secrets. 2. The Rose Red Bride Alexander thinks
he’s learned his lesson and is thrilled when Vivienne’s
former suitor, Nicholas Sinclair, wants to claim her hand.
It’s a little uncommon that Nicholas wants to abduct his
bride, but Alexander is sure that Vivienne will think that a
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romantic gesture, and when the wedding is held in the
morning, all will be well. But the highlander seeking
Alexander’s agreement isn’t Nicholas - it’s his brother Erik
in disguise, a man who needs a wife only because he needs a
son to claim his legacy. He’s not counting on Vivienne
stealing his heart, too. 3. The Snow White Bride It’s
Christmas at Kinfairlie and a mysterious noblewoman seeks
refuge in the chapel. When the sisters learn that she’s a
widow in need of protection, they decide to play a trick on
Alexander and arrange his marriage. Eleanor thinks husbands
are all the same, so is agreeable, although she isn’t
counting on Alexander’s youth, charm, and desire to claim
her heart. When her past catches up to her and Kinfairlie is
at risk, how much will Eleanor sacrifice to see her new
husband safe? What price will Alexander pay to defend his
bride? 4. The Ballad of Rosamunde Rosamunde, the pirate
queen and aunt of the siblings at Kinfairlie, was adopted by
Gawain in The Scoundrel and trapped in the realm of the Fae
in The Rose Red Bride. In this short story, a friends-toPage 8/88
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lovers story, Padraig rescues Rosamunde, his valor making
her realize that she loves him, too. III. The True Love
Brides At the end of The Snow White Bride, Alexander decrees
that his remaining sisters will marry for love. The portal
to the realm of the Fae has been opened, though, and the Fae
king Finvarra desires Elizabeth. Finvarra agrees that he
will abandon his suit if four of the siblings marry their
true loves, although Elizabeth knows that the portal to the
Fae realm has to be closed as well. 1. The Renegade’s Heart
Isabella is smitten with a rogue knight, come to Kinfairlie
to demand the return of his family’s stolen treasure. She
takes Murdoch’s cause against that of her brother, then
learns that Murdoch has been claimed by the Fae queen - who
holds his heart still. Can a mortal maiden defeat an
immortal queen by winning Murdoch’s love for her own? 2. The
Highlander’s Curse Garrett is cursed to hear the thoughts of
others as clearly as his own, a spell intended to make him
an outcast so his legacy could be stolen. He finds solace in
the company and the touch of gentle Annelise. Can Annelise’s
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love heal him so he can recover his stolen legacy and give
her the home - and the husband - she deserves? 3. The Frost
Maiden’s Kiss Malcolm returns to Ravensmuir after years as a
mercenary with a hoard large enough to finance the
rebuilding of his legacy and his soul due to the Fae. When
pregnant Catriona arrives at Ravensmuir, Malcolm knows he
can give her a future with a marriage of convenience that
makes her child heir to Ravensmuir. Catriona expects nothing
of men, but Malcolm’s kindness and strength earns her love and makes her determined to save his soul, regardless of the
price. 4. The Warrior’s Prize The mercenary Rafael thinks
his companion’s sister, Elizabeth, could be an angel come to
earth, and one who will hold him accountable for his sins.
Challenged by her and enticed by her, Rafael offers himself
instead of his comrade Malcolm and begins to change his life
with his choices. Can he save Elizabeth from Finvarra? He’s
determined to try, no matter what the risk to himself - and
Elizabeth cannot resist a man who chooses nobly, just for
her. IV. The Brides of Inverfyre There is one sibling left
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unmarried (Ross) and we follow him to Inverfyre, where the
children of the Hawk and Aileen also need to be married. 1.
The Mercenary’s Bride This Scottish medieval romance is a
Christmas novella, the story of a knight returning to
Inverfyre to keep his promise to the laird’s daughter.
Having been attacked and left for dead, Quentin is no longer
the man he was and he blames the Hawk for the change in his
fortunes. But his bitterness melts before the admiration of
Mhairi, for the maiden he admired has become a beauty he
would die to serve. 2. The Runaway Bride Even though Aiofe
is a beauty and an heiress, she wants to marry for love. Her
marriage is arranged to the oldest son of the Hawk of
Inverfyre, but she chooses to flee instead, hoping that his
cousin, Ross, will be sent after her. Aiofe intends to claim
Ross’s heart, no matter the price, for she knows with one
glimpse that he’s the man for her. Ross is caught between
his duty and his heart - and the wicked MacLarens who would
use Aiofe as a pawn in their own plan to possess Inverfyre.
There will be more stories in this series, too. There are
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Family Trees for Inverfyre, Ravensmuir and Kinfairlie
available as free downloads in my online store. The links
are on my website, right here:
http://delacroix.net/ravensmuir/family-trees/ *****
abduction, medieval romance, Scottish romance, historical
romance, arranged marriage, disguise, secret identity, lost
heir, hero with kids
The Crusader's KissThe Champions of Saint EuphemiaEverafter
Romance
The Earl and Countess of Banfield cordially request your
attendance at the wedding for their daughters: Lady Tamsyn
Hambly to Mr. Gryffyn Cardew, & Lady Morgan Hambly to Harold
Mort, Viscount Blackwater, on the 24th day of December,
1811, at Castle Keyvnor, Bocka Morrow, Cornwall. CHARMED AT
CHRISTMAS includes: Claire Delacroix's A Duke By Any Other
Name Daphne Goodenham has always been determined to wed a
duke—not just because she loves fine dresses and parties,
but because she wants to guarantee that she and her sister
are never destitute again. When she meets the Duke of
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Inverfyre, a notorious fop, she immediately notices
intriguing inconsistencies. Is there more to the duke than
meets the eye? Why would he hide the truth if he were
handsome, young, rich and a duke? Alexander, the Duke of
Inverfyre, is bent on catching a notorious thief who injured
his sister, no matter what the cost. But when the lovely
Miss Goodenham is bent on charming him, Alexander’s disguise
proves to be no defense against her curiosity—and he has no
resistance to her kiss. Will Daphne inadvertently foil
Alexander’s plan? Will he have to sacrifice her interest to
avenge his sister? Or can Daphne ensure Alexander’s triumph
and make her own Christmas wish come true? Deb Marlowe's
Lord Locryn and the Pixie's Kiss When is a kiss actually a
curse? When an irate Pixie forbids you to kiss the wrong
girl—ever. Unfortunately, Lord Locryn Pendarvis has no idea
why girls are falling all over themselves not to kiss him.
He only knows that after a certain point, the risk of
humiliation outweighs desire. Until he meets Lady Gwyn
Hambly again. She’s witty, charming and beautiful—and just
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as interested in him as he is in her. They’ll do anything to
ensure their future together—even fight the supernatural
forces aligned against them. Erica Monroe's The Determined
Duchess After the death of her beloved guardian, Miss
Felicity Fields is left alone with an uncertain future. But
this blunt bluestocking has a secret: she’s determined to
resurrect her guardian through the ancient art of alchemy.
The last thing she needs is the return of Nicholas Harding,
the Duke of Wycliffe and rightful owner of her home on the
wild coast of Cornwall. He stirs an unexpected passion
within her, and Felicity has had enough change in her life.
When they were children, Nicholas never understood his
aunt's brilliant but unemotional ward, or her many
scientific studies. Now, he's determined to bring Felicity
to London so that she may make a match within
society--except he can't stop thinking about her. But with
the line between life and death blurred by Felicity's
experiments, can he convince her that she's no longer alone,
and her proper place is by his side?
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Guardian
The Crusader's Bride
The Rose Red Bride
The Crusader's Vow
The Crusader's Heart
Certain she will never wed for love, sworn to let no man possess
her for her beauty alone, Jacqueline de Crevy has vowed to
become a bride of God. But en route to the convent of
Inveresbeinn, her party is ambushed by a knight, who snatches
Jacqueline from her saddle and spirits her away with him. His is
Angus MacGillivray—not the blackhearted ravisher she fears but a
valiant man of honour who has returned to Scotland seeking
justice…and revenge. Angus has come home from the Crusades to
find his family murdered and his birthright seized. Sworn to
reclaim his rightful lands, he has kidnapped the stepdaughter of
Duncan, chieftain of Clan MacQuarrie—Angus's avowed enemy. But
his lovely captive refuses to be the chattel—or the ransom—of
any man…until Jacqueline senses the yearning heart beneath
Angus's embittered facade. In spite of himself, Angus has let
this defiant beauty touch his very soul. And as desire flames
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between them, a lady fair and her battle-scarred knight will
fight for a love that could banish all the sorrows of the
past... scottish romance, medieval romance, fairy tale romance,
stolen bride, abduction, stolen legacy, wounded hero, knight,
scotland, beauty and the beast
At the end of the 21st century, the future of humanity hangs in
the balance, caught between the radioactive waste of a half
century of nuclear wars and the repressive authority of the
Republic. Angels sacrifice their wings to join a secret
fraternity of freedom fighters, risking classification as
mutants and consignment to the Republic's slave dens. Each
warrior is a volunteer, but no angel anticipates the full cost
of his fall. The eyes of the Republic are everywhere. Delilah
Desjardins knows she is fated to become the new Oracle of the
Republic—even if unseen enemies will murder her to prevent that
from happening. When her former haven is destroyed and she finds
herself on the run, Delilah doesn’t know where to turn. Rafe is
a fallen angel, charged with protecting Delilah and ensuring she
meets her destiny—even if she doesn’t believe he’s only there to
help. The powerful attraction between them makes Delilah doubt
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her ability to resist Rafe’s charm—and the price she could pay
for pleasure. She flees Rafe’s protection, but that only sets
assassins on her trail. As Rafe races to save Delilah, he knows
he isn’t just saving her for the good of the Republic—he’s
saving her for himself. apocalyptic, fallen angel hero,
paranormal romance, fantasy romance, urban fantasy, action
adventure, dystopia, romantic suspense, guardian
A group of knights with nothing to lose joined the First Crusade
and rode to Outremer. Six years later, they return home in
search of a future—richer and more daring than they were before.
Each has a mysterious gift to open upon his homecoming, a gift
that is said to have the power to make that knight’s dream come
true… Cursed to take the form of the wolf by day, Rolfe de
Viandin is skeptical that love can save him. All he wants is to
return home from crusade by the Yule and even the pleasures of a
magical palace cannot console him…until a beautiful and bold
maiden arrives at his gates, seeking sanctuary, and Rolfe’s hope
is restored. Hunted in the forest, Annelise de Sayerne has to
surrender her desire to wed for love, as the price of entering
the only refuge is marriage to its enigmatic lord. She fears he
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must be a monster, but once she experiences his kindness,
Annelise resolves to find love with her new husband—if she can
just claim his heart. Even as Rolfe is beguiled by his bride and
Annelise unravels his secrets, a spurned suitor pursues
Annelise, determined to claim her legacy at any price. If
Rolfe’s curse is not broken, how can he defend his beloved wife
from the villain? Will their future be lost before it is truly
won—or will Rolfe be convinced of the power of love in time? An
earlier version of this story was published under the title
Enchanted. *** Keywords: crusades, marriage of convenience,
disguise, cursed hero, shapeshifter, wolf shifter, paranormal
romance, fantasy romance, medieval romance, romantic comedy,
action adventure, first in series, wolf shifter, shape shifter
romance
For over a thousand years—so legend has it—the brambles have
grown wild over the ruins of Dunhelm Castle. Many believed that
the thorns were a sign that the castle was cursed, so none dared
to trespass, and the secrets that they protected and concealed
have remained hidden—until now… Armed with a pair of gardening
shears, Baird Beauforte is determined to clear away the brambles
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that hinder the development of his resort, and he won't let
local superstition deter him. Dunhelm Castle is supposed to be
the latest jewel in the Beauforte Resort chain, but the
renovations can't be finished if the workmen are frightened of a
so-called curse. To dispel any lingering fears, Baird decides to
vanquish the briars himself. What he never expects is to find a
mysterious slumbering beauty… Aurelia is like no one he has ever
met before. Upon awakening, she demands to know his identity and
why he is in her father's castle! Bemused by her claim of being
a king's daughter, he is certain he has never met this
"princess" before, although something about her rouses a
haunting sense of familiarity. Soon, dreams plague this by-thebook businessman…dreams that feel more like memories. And Baird
begins to wonder if he can claim his heart's princess—now and
forever—with a kiss. Finalist Colorado Romance Writers’ Award of
Excellence for Best Paranormal, Fantasy or Time Travel Romance
“This expertly crafted, beautifully touching “Sleeping Beauty”
tale is absolutely wonderful reading. Ms. Cross has provided
everything I require in a romance—excellent character
development, well-plotted storyline with a touch of mystery,
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just enough conflict to be interesting and exciting, yet not
overpowering, plus a unique paranormal element. This book is
simply marvelous!”—Old Book Barn Gazette “Claire [Delacroix]
demonstrates that she is one of the most talented writers of
time travel romances with Once Upon A Kiss, a wonderful tale
that fans of the sub-genre will devour.”—Painted Rock and
Affaire de Coeur “Like a sorcerer, Claire [Delacroix] spellbinds
her readers and carries them on a magical journey through the
pages of Once Upon A Kiss. Although the plot is familiar, it’s
far from predictable. It’s fresh and exciting, passionate and
sensual. As the story reaches its climax, even the most
skeptical reader may believe that true love can transcend time.
Once Upon A Kiss is at the top of my recommended book
list.”—Rendezvous “Claire [Delacroix] turns humor, love, murder
and reincarnation into a work of art. Take a bow, Claire, this
is stunning!”—Bell, Book & Candle “A whirlwind of romantic
adventure!”—Under the Covers Reviews “A beautifully romantic
time travel!”—Romance Communications *** time travel romance,
Scotland, Orkney, sleeping beauty romance, millionaire,
hotelier, businessman, orphan, scars, reincarnation, second
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chance at love, Picts, medieval romance, fish out of water
The Wolf & the Witch
The Scoundrel
The Frost Maiden's Kiss
The Beauty
Charmed at Christmas
Duncan loved and lost—until Radegunde convinced him to surrender
his heart again. After the loss of his wife, Duncan has earned
his way as a warrior-for-hire, certain he will never have a home
of his own again. Merry Radegunde convinces him to celebrate the
life he has and Duncan finds himself unexpectedly
beguiled—though he knows the difference in their ages means any
match is doomed… Radegunde has never cared for the rules of
others and sees no reason to deny true love. She vows to win
Duncan’s reluctant heart and convince the honorable warrior to
not only love again but hope for more than mere survival—and
Duncan is seduced. He takes her hand in his, vowing a match for
a year and a day, hoping he can build them a future in that
time… But possession of the Templar treasure imperils those they
serve and love, compelling Radegunde and Duncan to choose
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between their own desires and the greater good. Duncan’s own
legacy holds the key, but can he claim his birthright without
sacrificing his dream of a future with Radegunde? * * * The
Champions of St. Euphemia series follows the quest of a group of
knights entrusted with a treasure in Jerusalem which they must
deliver safely to Paris on their way to their respective homes.
They find adventure and peril on the way, as well as romance.
Since the stories overlap and build upon each other, they should
be read in order. 1. The Crusader's Bride 2. The Crusader's
Heart 3. The Crusader's Kiss 4. The Crusader's Vow 5. The
Crusader's Handfast * * * Templar, knight, medieval, action
adventure, quest, treasure, disguise, secret identity, lost
heir, widow, arranged marriage, marriage of convenience, friends
to lovers, scottish, highlander, may december, warrior,
jerusalem, venice, paris, scotland, england, robin hood, fish
out of water
Scotland, 1314: After the Scots reclaim Edinburgh Castle,
Alasdair MacAuley only wants to celebrate. But the revels are
interrupted by an old crone who claims the castle's true owner
is the legendary witch Morgaine le Fee. Dared by his fellow
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warriors to go meet the witch, Alasdair heads down a flight of
stairs—and tumbles right into another century… Scotland, 1998:
American Morgan Lafayette is in Scotland to enjoy the history,
not to ogle men in kilts. So when she stumbles upon a brawny man
in a kilt, she is less than enthralled. She is certain he'd
drunk, for he claims Morgan is a powerful sorceress who has
brought him to her magical kingdom! Despite her reluctance, she
is intensely drawn to this handsome Highlander and the mystery
surrounding him, a mystery that has the power to alter
history—and her heart—forever... Finalist Colorado Romance
Writers’ Award of Excellence for Best Paranormal, Fantasy or
Time Travel Romance “The Last Highlander is a tremendous time
travel tale that stars two wondrous lead protagonists. The brisk
story line will grab onto readers from page one and not let go
until the story is complete.”—Affaire de Coeur “With an ending
guaranteed to bring a tear and a smile to your face—The Last
Highlander is a quick-paced, thoroughly entertaining read. A
winner!”—Writers Club Romance Group on AOL Reviewer Board “At
times humorous, at times heartwrenching, this unique time travel
deftly combines historical facts with a shimmering romance that
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defies time and place…The resolution is simply wonderful, and
I’m not going to give it away. You will just have to read it
yourself to savor the feast Ms. [Delacroix] provides.”—Old Book
Barn Gazette “Sensual beyond belief and romantic enough to
quench even the most thirsty of those who read the genre, Ms.
[Delacroix] scores a big ten out of ten with her latest novel.
One peek between the covers is all it takes to hook you. An
exciting delight and a marvelous read; clearly one of this year’
s best.”—Under the Covers Reviews “Long after the last word, you
will bask in the afterglow of this fascinating
story.”—Rendezvous “A touching and heartwarming story.
[Delacroix]’s characters are easy to love and the story is fast
paced. Anyone looking to escape with a Highland rogue will
definitely love The Last Highlander!”—Compuserve Romance Reviews
“The best time travel I have ever read!”—The Literary Times
“You’ll love this story of how love can bring two people back
together to give each their heart’ s desire. Splendid!”—Bell
Book & Candle. “The Last Highlander is a delightful tale of a
love that crosses centuries.”—The Romantic Bower * * * time
travel romance, scottish romance, contemporary romance, romantic
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comedy, star crossed lovers, highlander, vacation romance
He was outcast and alone—until she welcomed him into her heart…
Cheated of his inheritance and burdened by the legacy of his Fae
blood, Garrett MacLachlan believes he is doomed to be an outcast
forever—until he meets Annelise of Kinfairlie, a gentle maiden
with the power to turn his curse to gift. Can Garrett reclaim
his stolen legacy with Annelise by his side? If Annelise defies
her family to pursue true love, will that be enough to heal
Garrett? And even if they triumph over mortal foes, will the Fae
demand a price neither of them can pay? This edition includes a
Cast of Continuing Characters. ***** I’ve written many series
set in my fictional medieval Scottish world of Ravensmuir,
Kinfairlie and Inverfyre. This is the order in which the stories
take place, although you can start with any series. I recommend
you read each series in order. There’s a tab on my website for
ALL books in this world: http://delacroix.net/ravensmuir/ I. The
Rogues of Ravensmuir This is the first series to take place in
this world. These three books are a bit more gothic in tone and
less tightly linked to each other than the books in subsequent
series. 1. The Rogue Merlyn and Ysabella’s story is a second
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chance romance with a bit of intrigue and suspense. Their
relationship is a class war - he’s the laird and she’s a village
girl - but there’s an immediate attraction between them. Can
Merlyn trust in love at first sight? Can Ysabella trust her
rogue of a husband when he returns five years after their
parting to ask for her help? This is the first book featuring
Ravensmuir and in it, we learn the story of its sister holding,
Kinfairlie. 2. The Scoundrel Can a notorious bad boy like
Merlyn’s brother Gawain be redeemed by love? In this story,
Gawain meets his match, the enticing Eglantine, who is not just
as adept a thief as he is but is prepared to seduce him to
regain the prize she desires. This is cat-and-mouse story of
action, adventure and intrigue takes us from York to the
highlands of Scotland, to Eglantine’s home at Inverfyre. 3. The
Warrior At the end of The Scoundrel, Inverfyre is lost to the
notorious MacLaren clan, but years later, Eglantine and Gawain’s
son Michael - the Hawk of Inverfyre - returns to reclaim his
legacy. He has need of an heir so he abducts Aileen to be his
bride, never guessing that these two have shared a great passion
in their past lives. At Inverfyre, Aileen is plagued by visions
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and fears she is going mad, while the Hawk is uncertain whether
his beguiling new bride can be trusted—or whether she has let
the MacLarens in the gate. This medieval Scottish romance has
some fantasy elements as it’s a reincarnation story. II. The
Jewels of Kinfairlie At the end of The Warrior, there is a
family gathering at Inverfyre. We briefly meet Merlyn and
Ysabella’s son Roland, his wife Catherine, and their eight
children. This series begins several years later, after Roland
and Catherine’s tragic death, when their oldest son Alexander
suddenly becomes laird. The treasury is empty. The harvest will
be poor. Alexander needs to see his sisters married as quickly
as possible, but they wish to wed for love. 1. The Beauty Bride
Alexander arranges an auction for the hand of his defiant
sister, intending to manage the list of bidders - but a
notorious mercenary, Rhys fitzHenry, pays the highest price.
This arranged marriage doesn’t begin well, as Madeline is a
runaway bride, but Rhys pursues her, saves her, and tries to
court her. I love that Rhys tells Madeline stories to win her
heart, and that she quickly figures out that each choice of
story reveals one of her husband’s secrets. 2. The Rose Red
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Bride Alexander thinks he’s learned his lesson and is thrilled
when Vivienne’s former suitor, Nicholas Sinclair, wants to claim
her hand. It’s a little uncommon that Nicholas wants to abduct
his bride, but Alexander is sure that Vivienne will think that a
romantic gesture, and when the wedding is held in the morning,
all will be well. But the highlander seeking Alexander’s
agreement isn’t Nicholas - it’s his brother Erik in disguise, a
man who needs a wife only because he needs a son to claim his
legacy. He’s not counting on Vivienne stealing his heart, too.
3. The Snow White Bride It’s Christmas at Kinfairlie and a
mysterious noblewoman seeks refuge in the chapel. When the
sisters learn that she’s a widow in need of protection, they
decide to play a trick on Alexander and arrange his marriage.
Eleanor thinks husbands are all the same, so is agreeable,
although she isn’t counting on Alexander’s youth, charm, and
desire to claim her heart. When her past catches up to her and
Kinfairlie is at risk, how much will Eleanor sacrifice to see
her new husband safe? What price will Alexander pay to defend
his bride? 4. The Ballad of Rosamunde Rosamunde, the pirate
queen and aunt of the siblings at Kinfairlie, was adopted by
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Gawain in The Scoundrel and trapped in the realm of the Fae in
The Rose Red Bride. In this short story, a friends-to-lovers
story, Padraig rescues Rosamunde, his valor making her realize
that she loves him, too. III. The True Love Brides At the end of
The Snow White Bride, Alexander decrees that his remaining
sisters will marry for love. The portal to the realm of the Fae
has been opened, though, and the Fae king Finvarra desires
Elizabeth. Finvarra agrees that he will abandon his suit if four
of the siblings marry their true loves, although Elizabeth knows
that the portal to the Fae realm has to be closed as well. 1.
The Renegade’s Heart Isabella is smitten with a rogue knight,
come to Kinfairlie to demand the return of his family’s stolen
treasure. She takes Murdoch’s cause against that of her brother,
then learns that Murdoch has been claimed by the Fae queen - who
holds his heart still. Can a mortal maiden defeat an immortal
queen by winning Murdoch’s love for her own? 2. The Highlander’s
Curse Garrett is cursed to hear the thoughts of others as
clearly as his own, a spell intended to make him an outcast so
his legacy could be stolen. He finds solace in the company and
the touch of gentle Annelise. Can Annelise’s love heal him so he
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can recover his stolen legacy and give her the home - and the
husband - she deserves? 3. The Frost Maiden’s Kiss Malcolm
returns to Ravensmuir after years as a mercenary with a hoard
large enough to finance the rebuilding of his legacy and his
soul due to the Fae. When pregnant Catriona arrives at
Ravensmuir, Malcolm knows he can give her a future with a
marriage of convenience that makes her child heir to Ravensmuir.
Catriona expects nothing of men, but Malcolm’s kindness and
strength earns her love - and makes her determined to save his
soul, regardless of the price. 4. The Warrior’s Prize The
mercenary Rafael thinks his companion’s sister, Elizabeth, could
be an angel come to earth, and one who will hold him accountable
for his sins. Challenged by her and enticed by her, Rafael
offers himself instead of his comrade Malcolm and begins to
change his life with his choices. Can he save Elizabeth from
Finvarra? He’s determined to try, no matter what the risk to
himself - and Elizabeth cannot resist a man who chooses nobly,
just for her. IV. The Brides of Inverfyre There is one sibling
left unmarried (Ross) and we follow him to Inverfyre, where the
children of the Hawk and Aileen also need to be married. 1. The
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Mercenary’s Bride This Scottish medieval romance is a Christmas
novella, the story of a knight returning to Inverfyre to keep
his promise to the laird’s daughter. Having been attacked and
left for dead, Quentin is no longer the man he was and he blames
the Hawk for the change in his fortunes. But his bitterness
melts before the admiration of Mhairi, for the maiden he admired
has become a beauty he would die to serve. 2. The Runaway Bride
Even though Aiofe is a beauty and an heiress, she wants to marry
for love. Her marriage is arranged to the oldest son of the Hawk
of Inverfyre, but she chooses to flee instead, hoping that his
cousin, Ross, will be sent after her. Aiofe intends to claim
Ross’s heart, no matter the price, for she knows with one
glimpse that he’s the man for her. Ross is caught between his
duty and his heart - and the wicked MacLarens who would use
Aiofe as a pawn in their own plan to possess Inverfyre. There
will be more stories in this series, too. There are Family Trees
for Inverfyre, Ravensmuir and Kinfairlie available as free
downloads in my online store. The links are on my website, right
here: http://delacroix.net/ravensmuir/family-trees/ *****
medieval romance, historical romance, scottish romance, marriage
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of convenience, runaway bride, outlaw hero, beauty and the
beast, scotland, wales, action adventure, intrigue
Three fairy tale medieval Scottish romances in one digital
bundle, from the “Queen of Medieval Romance”! In The Countess,
Eglantine flees to a remote Scottish holding, in order to give
her daughters the chance to marry for love, only to find an
alluring highlander insisting Kinbeath is his possession. Duncan
suggests a handfast, intending to win the heart of the alluring
noblewoman during that year and a day, but Eglantine is
determined to resist him, at all costs. In The Beauty,
Jacqueline chooses to join a convent instead of marry, only to
be abducted by a scarred crusader intent upon avenging himself
upon Duncan. Little does Angus realize that he has seized the
wrong maiden, much less that she will help him to reclaim his
stolen estate and claim his wounded heart as well. In The
Temptress, Esmeraude challenges those knights seeking her hand
to a bride quest, intending to wed only the most worthy of the
contenders. Bayard’s ambitions are bound to his success, and he
is not a knight whose heart is available to be claimed – but
Esmeraude will accept no less than his all. medieval romance,
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scottish romance, highlander, widow, abduction, kidnapped,
second chance at love, knight, fairy tale romance, scotland,
wounded hero, widow, enemies to lovers, runaway bride
A Medieval Scottish Christmas Novella
Three Time Travel Romances
The Ballad of Rosamunde
The Highlander's Curse

Have you ever wondered about the reading order of Deborah
Cooke's Dragonfire series? Or how her Flatiron Five Fitness
series of contemporary romances intersects with her Flatiron
Five Tattoo series? What about her Claire Delacroix medieval
Scottish romances set at Kinfairlie? Here's the solution!
This guide includes information on all of Deborah Cooke's
contemporary romances and paranormal romances, and all of
her Claire Delacroix medieval romances and urban fantasy
romances. You'll find the reading order for each series and
suggestions for which series to read first, as well as notes
from Deborah as to how the series are linked or how they
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came to be. There are also links for downloadable free
content like family trees, how to get swag, where to find
Deborah online and more. Updated for 2020!
Rupert Haskell has always thought that Anthea, his friend
Alexander’s younger sister, would make an excellent choice
of bride, but the loss of his inheritance made it impossible
for him to court her. Caught between his honor and his
heart, the only way he can show his esteem for Anthea is
remove the stain from her name—even if that means having to
watch her marry another man. Anthea Armstrong left London in
her debut season when she was falsely accused of theft. Now
that the real villain has been apprehended, she’s returned
to town to arrange her brother’s wedding. She hopes to once
again encounter the mysterious suitor who stole her heart
with a kiss at a masquerade ball…when she realizes the
mysterious man is none other than Rupert Haskell, can she
convince this proud man of honor to take a chance on love? *
* * The Brides of North Barrows series is complete with four
delightful Regency romance novellas. 1. Something Wicked
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This Way Comes (Sophia and Lucien's second chance romance)
2. A Duke by Any Other Name (Daphne and Alexander's duke-indisguise romance) 3. A Baron for All Seasons (Anthea and
Rupert's second chance romance) 4. A Most Inconvenient Earl
(Eurydice and Sebastian's marriage of convenience romance)
You can download a free family tree for the series on my
website: http://Delacroix.net/North-Barrows Keywords:
friends to lovers, crush, reunion, second chance romance,
best friend's sister, disinherited hero, guardian,
protector, spies, jewel theft, hidden heir For fans of:
Julia Quinn, Eloisa James, Lisa Kleypas, Tessa Dare,
Georgette Heyer, Sarah MacLean, Mary Balogh, Courtney Milan,
Johanna Lindsay, Grace Burrowes, Elizabeth Hoyt, Erica
Ridley, Jo Beverly, Madeline Hunter, Stephanie Laurens, Ava
Stone, Deb Marlowe, Darcy Burke, Christie Caldwell, Sabrina
Jeffreys,
Trapped in the realm of Faerie, Rosamunde can only be
released by true love - but the man she loved is dead.
Padraig yearns to be more than a friend…can he win her heart
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forever and save her from captivity? This short story is
linked to Claire's Rogues of Ravensmuir and Jewels of
Kinfairlie trilogies, and was originally published in the
Mammoth Book of Irish Romance. It was edited for space
constraints there: this is the WHOLE story. ***** I’ve
written many series set in my fictional medieval Scottish
world of Ravensmuir, Kinfairlie and Inverfyre. This is the
order in which the stories take place, although you can
start with any series. I recommend you read each series in
order. There’s a tab on my website for ALL books in this
world: http://delacroix.net/ravensmuir/ I. The Rogues of
Ravensmuir This is the first series to take place in this
world. These three books are a bit more gothic in tone and
less tightly linked to each other than the books in
subsequent series. 1. The Rogue Merlyn and Ysabella’s story
is a second chance romance with a bit of intrigue and
suspense. Their relationship is a class war - he’s the laird
and she’s a village girl - but there’s an immediate
attraction between them. Can Merlyn trust in love at first
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sight? Can Ysabella trust her rogue of a husband when he
returns five years after their parting to ask for her help?
This is the first book featuring Ravensmuir and in it, we
learn the story of its sister holding, Kinfairlie. 2. The
Scoundrel Can a notorious bad boy like Merlyn’s brother
Gawain be redeemed by love? In this story, Gawain meets his
match, the enticing Eglantine, who is not just as adept a
thief as he is but is prepared to seduce him to regain the
prize she desires. This is cat-and-mouse story of action,
adventure and intrigue takes us from York to the highlands
of Scotland, to Eglantine’s home at Inverfyre. 3. The
Warrior At the end of The Scoundrel, Inverfyre is lost to
the notorious MacLaren clan, but years later, Eglantine and
Gawain’s son Michael - the Hawk of Inverfyre - returns to
reclaim his legacy. He has need of an heir so he abducts
Aileen to be his bride, never guessing that these two have
shared a great passion in their past lives. At Inverfyre,
Aileen is plagued by visions and fears she is going mad,
while the Hawk is uncertain whether his beguiling new bride
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can be trusted—or whether she has let the MacLarens in the
gate. This medieval Scottish romance has some fantasy
elements as it’s a reincarnation story. II. The Jewels of
Kinfairlie At the end of The Warrior, there is a family
gathering at Inverfyre. We briefly meet Merlyn and
Ysabella’s son Roland, his wife Catherine, and their eight
children. This series begins several years later, after
Roland and Catherine’s tragic death, when their oldest son
Alexander suddenly becomes laird. The treasury is empty. The
harvest will be poor. Alexander needs to see his sisters
married as quickly as possible, but they wish to wed for
love. 1. The Beauty Bride Alexander arranges an auction for
the hand of his defiant sister, intending to manage the list
of bidders - but a notorious mercenary, Rhys fitzHenry, pays
the highest price. This arranged marriage doesn’t begin
well, as Madeline is a runaway bride, but Rhys pursues her,
saves her, and tries to court her. I love that Rhys tells
Madeline stories to win her heart, and that she quickly
figures out that each choice of story reveals one of her
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husband’s secrets. 2. The Rose Red Bride Alexander thinks
he’s learned his lesson and is thrilled when Vivienne’s
former suitor, Nicholas Sinclair, wants to claim her hand.
It’s a little uncommon that Nicholas wants to abduct his
bride, but Alexander is sure that Vivienne will think that a
romantic gesture, and when the wedding is held in the
morning, all will be well. But the highlander seeking
Alexander’s agreement isn’t Nicholas - it’s his brother Erik
in disguise, a man who needs a wife only because he needs a
son to claim his legacy. He’s not counting on Vivienne
stealing his heart, too. 3. The Snow White Bride It’s
Christmas at Kinfairlie and a mysterious noblewoman seeks
refuge in the chapel. When the sisters learn that she’s a
widow in need of protection, they decide to play a trick on
Alexander and arrange his marriage. Eleanor thinks husbands
are all the same, so is agreeable, although she isn’t
counting on Alexander’s youth, charm, and desire to claim
her heart. When her past catches up to her and Kinfairlie is
at risk, how much will Eleanor sacrifice to see her new
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husband safe? What price will Alexander pay to defend his
bride? 4. The Ballad of Rosamunde Rosamunde, the pirate
queen and aunt of the siblings at Kinfairlie, was adopted by
Gawain in The Scoundrel and trapped in the realm of the Fae
in The Rose Red Bride. In this short story, a friends-tolovers story, Padraig rescues Rosamunde, his valor making
her realize that she loves him, too. III. The True Love
Brides At the end of The Snow White Bride, Alexander decrees
that his remaining sisters will marry for love. The portal
to the realm of the Fae has been opened, though, and the Fae
king Finvarra desires Elizabeth. Finvarra agrees that he
will abandon his suit if four of the siblings marry their
true loves, although Elizabeth knows that the portal to the
Fae realm has to be closed as well. 1. The Renegade’s Heart
Isabella is smitten with a rogue knight, come to Kinfairlie
to demand the return of his family’s stolen treasure. She
takes Murdoch’s cause against that of her brother, then
learns that Murdoch has been claimed by the Fae queen - who
holds his heart still. Can a mortal maiden defeat an
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immortal queen by winning Murdoch’s love for her own? 2. The
Highlander’s Curse Garrett is cursed to hear the thoughts of
others as clearly as his own, a spell intended to make him
an outcast so his legacy could be stolen. He finds solace in
the company and the touch of gentle Annelise. Can Annelise’s
love heal him so he can recover his stolen legacy and give
her the home - and the husband - she deserves? 3. The Frost
Maiden’s Kiss Malcolm returns to Ravensmuir after years as a
mercenary with a hoard large enough to finance the
rebuilding of his legacy and his soul due to the Fae. When
pregnant Catriona arrives at Ravensmuir, Malcolm knows he
can give her a future with a marriage of convenience that
makes her child heir to Ravensmuir. Catriona expects nothing
of men, but Malcolm’s kindness and strength earns her love and makes her determined to save his soul, regardless of the
price. 4. The Warrior’s Prize The mercenary Rafael thinks
his companion’s sister, Elizabeth, could be an angel come to
earth, and one who will hold him accountable for his sins.
Challenged by her and enticed by her, Rafael offers himself
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instead of his comrade Malcolm and begins to change his life
with his choices. Can he save Elizabeth from Finvarra? He’s
determined to try, no matter what the risk to himself - and
Elizabeth cannot resist a man who chooses nobly, just for
her. IV. The Brides of Inverfyre There is one sibling left
unmarried (Ross) and we follow him to Inverfyre, where the
children of the Hawk and Aileen also need to be married. 1.
The Mercenary’s Bride This Scottish medieval romance is a
Christmas novella, the story of a knight returning to
Inverfyre to keep his promise to the laird’s daughter.
Having been attacked and left for dead, Quentin is no longer
the man he was and he blames the Hawk for the change in his
fortunes. But his bitterness melts before the admiration of
Mhairi, for the maiden he admired has become a beauty he
would die to serve. 2. The Runaway Bride Even though Aiofe
is a beauty and an heiress, she wants to marry for love. Her
marriage is arranged to the oldest son of the Hawk of
Inverfyre, but she chooses to flee instead, hoping that his
cousin, Ross, will be sent after her. Aiofe intends to claim
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Ross’s heart, no matter the price, for she knows with one
glimpse that he’s the man for her. Ross is caught between
his duty and his heart - and the wicked MacLarens who would
use Aiofe as a pawn in their own plan to possess Inverfyre.
There will be more stories in this series, too. There are
Family Trees for Inverfyre, Ravensmuir and Kinfairlie
available as free downloads in my online store. The links
are on my website, right here:
http://delacroix.net/ravensmuir/family-trees/ **** cursed,
pirate queen, friends to lovers, paranormal romance, fantasy
romance, historical romance, medieval romance, ireland,
scotland, Fae
She enchanted him with a kiss—but winning her love would
demand all he possessed. Disheartened by the challenge of an
impoverished estate, Malcolm left Scotland to earn his
fortune as a mercenary. Eight years later, he returns with a
fortune and a companion even more hardened than he. When he
has the chance to repay an old debt, Malcolm seizes it,
trading his own soul for that of his comrade. Knowing his
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days are limited and determined to leave a legacy of merit,
Malcolm rebuilds the keep of Ravensmuir with all haste,
though he fears he will never have an heir. A night of
violence has left Catriona with no home and no faith in the
honor of men. She expects little good from a visit to her
lady’s brother, Laird of Ravensmuir and a mercenary. But the
handsome laird challenges her expectations with his
courtesy, his allure—and his unexpected proposal. Knowing it
is her sole chance to ensure her child’s future, Catriona
dares to accept Malcolm’s hand. She soon realizes that this
warrior fights a battle of his own, and that she holds the
key to his salvation. Little does she realize that her past
is in hot pursuit, seeking to destroy all she holds
dear—including the laird who has thawed the frost of her
reluctant heart. ***** I’ve written many series set in my
fictional medieval Scottish world of Ravensmuir, Kinfairlie
and Inverfyre. This is the order in which the stories take
place, although you can start with any series. I recommend
you read each series in order. There’s a tab on my website
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for ALL books in this world:
http://delacroix.net/ravensmuir/ I. The Rogues of Ravensmuir
This is the first series to take place in this world. These
three books are a bit more gothic in tone and less tightly
linked to each other than the books in subsequent series. 1.
The Rogue Merlyn and Ysabella’s story is a second chance
romance with a bit of intrigue and suspense. Their
relationship is a class war - he’s the laird and she’s a
village girl - but there’s an immediate attraction between
them. Can Merlyn trust in love at first sight? Can Ysabella
trust her rogue of a husband when he returns five years
after their parting to ask for her help? This is the first
book featuring Ravensmuir and in it, we learn the story of
its sister holding, Kinfairlie. 2. The Scoundrel Can a
notorious bad boy like Merlyn’s brother Gawain be redeemed
by love? In this story, Gawain meets his match, the enticing
Eglantine, who is not just as adept a thief as he is but is
prepared to seduce him to regain the prize she desires. This
is cat-and-mouse story of action, adventure and intrigue
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takes us from York to the highlands of Scotland, to
Eglantine’s home at Inverfyre. 3. The Warrior At the end of
The Scoundrel, Inverfyre is lost to the notorious MacLaren
clan, but years later, Eglantine and Gawain’s son Michael the Hawk of Inverfyre - returns to reclaim his legacy. He
has need of an heir so he abducts Aileen to be his bride,
never guessing that these two have shared a great passion in
their past lives. At Inverfyre, Aileen is plagued by visions
and fears she is going mad, while the Hawk is uncertain
whether his beguiling new bride can be trusted—or whether
she has let the MacLarens in the gate. This medieval
Scottish romance has some fantasy elements as it’s a
reincarnation story. II. The Jewels of Kinfairlie At the end
of The Warrior, there is a family gathering at Inverfyre. We
briefly meet Merlyn and Ysabella’s son Roland, his wife
Catherine, and their eight children. This series begins
several years later, after Roland and Catherine’s tragic
death, when their oldest son Alexander suddenly becomes
laird. The treasury is empty. The harvest will be poor.
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Alexander needs to see his sisters married as quickly as
possible, but they wish to wed for love. 1. The Beauty Bride
Alexander arranges an auction for the hand of his defiant
sister, intending to manage the list of bidders - but a
notorious mercenary, Rhys fitzHenry, pays the highest price.
This arranged marriage doesn’t begin well, as Madeline is a
runaway bride, but Rhys pursues her, saves her, and tries to
court her. I love that Rhys tells Madeline stories to win
her heart, and that she quickly figures out that each choice
of story reveals one of her husband’s secrets. 2. The Rose
Red Bride Alexander thinks he’s learned his lesson and is
thrilled when Vivienne’s former suitor, Nicholas Sinclair,
wants to claim her hand. It’s a little uncommon that
Nicholas wants to abduct his bride, but Alexander is sure
that Vivienne will think that a romantic gesture, and when
the wedding is held in the morning, all will be well. But
the highlander seeking Alexander’s agreement isn’t Nicholas
- it’s his brother Erik in disguise, a man who needs a wife
only because he needs a son to claim his legacy. He’s not
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counting on Vivienne stealing his heart, too. 3. The Snow
White Bride It’s Christmas at Kinfairlie and a mysterious
noblewoman seeks refuge in the chapel. When the sisters
learn that she’s a widow in need of protection, they decide
to play a trick on Alexander and arrange his marriage.
Eleanor thinks husbands are all the same, so is agreeable,
although she isn’t counting on Alexander’s youth, charm, and
desire to claim her heart. When her past catches up to her
and Kinfairlie is at risk, how much will Eleanor sacrifice
to see her new husband safe? What price will Alexander pay
to defend his bride? 4. The Ballad of Rosamunde Rosamunde,
the pirate queen and aunt of the siblings at Kinfairlie, was
adopted by Gawain in The Scoundrel and trapped in the realm
of the Fae in The Rose Red Bride. In this short story, a
friends-to-lovers story, Padraig rescues Rosamunde, his
valor making her realize that she loves him, too. III. The
True Love Brides At the end of The Snow White Bride,
Alexander decrees that his remaining sisters will marry for
love. The portal to the realm of the Fae has been opened,
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though, and the Fae king Finvarra desires Elizabeth.
Finvarra agrees that he will abandon his suit if four of the
siblings marry their true loves, although Elizabeth knows
that the portal to the Fae realm has to be closed as well.
1. The Renegade’s Heart Isabella is smitten with a rogue
knight, come to Kinfairlie to demand the return of his
family’s stolen treasure. She takes Murdoch’s cause against
that of her brother, then learns that Murdoch has been
claimed by the Fae queen - who holds his heart still. Can a
mortal maiden defeat an immortal queen by winning Murdoch’s
love for her own? 2. The Highlander’s Curse Garrett is
cursed to hear the thoughts of others as clearly as his own,
a spell intended to make him an outcast so his legacy could
be stolen. He finds solace in the company and the touch of
gentle Annelise. Can Annelise’s love heal him so he can
recover his stolen legacy and give her the home - and the
husband - she deserves? 3. The Frost Maiden’s Kiss Malcolm
returns to Ravensmuir after years as a mercenary with a
hoard large enough to finance the rebuilding of his legacy
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and his soul due to the Fae. When pregnant Catriona arrives
at Ravensmuir, Malcolm knows he can give her a future with a
marriage of convenience that makes her child heir to
Ravensmuir. Catriona expects nothing of men, but Malcolm’s
kindness and strength earns her love - and makes her
determined to save his soul, regardless of the price. 4. The
Warrior’s Prize The mercenary Rafael thinks his companion’s
sister, Elizabeth, could be an angel come to earth, and one
who will hold him accountable for his sins. Challenged by
her and enticed by her, Rafael offers himself instead of his
comrade Malcolm and begins to change his life with his
choices. Can he save Elizabeth from Finvarra? He’s
determined to try, no matter what the risk to himself - and
Elizabeth cannot resist a man who chooses nobly, just for
her. IV. The Brides of Inverfyre There is one sibling left
unmarried (Ross) and we follow him to Inverfyre, where the
children of the Hawk and Aileen also need to be married. 1.
The Mercenary’s Bride This Scottish medieval romance is a
Christmas novella, the story of a knight returning to
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Inverfyre to keep his promise to the laird’s daughter.
Having been attacked and left for dead, Quentin is no longer
the man he was and he blames the Hawk for the change in his
fortunes. But his bitterness melts before the admiration of
Mhairi, for the maiden he admired has become a beauty he
would die to serve. 2. The Runaway Bride Even though Aiofe
is a beauty and an heiress, she wants to marry for love. Her
marriage is arranged to the oldest son of the Hawk of
Inverfyre, but she chooses to flee instead, hoping that his
cousin, Ross, will be sent after her. Aiofe intends to claim
Ross’s heart, no matter the price, for she knows with one
glimpse that he’s the man for her. Ross is caught between
his duty and his heart - and the wicked MacLarens who would
use Aiofe as a pawn in their own plan to possess Inverfyre.
There will be more stories in this series, too. There are
Family Trees for Inverfyre, Ravensmuir and Kinfairlie
available as free downloads in my online store. The links
are on my website, right here:
http://delacroix.net/ravensmuir/family-trees/ ***** medieval
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romance, historical romance, scottish romance, marriage of
convenience, runaway bride, outlaw hero, beauty and the
beast, scotland, wales, action adventure, intrigue
First Knights
The Damsel
The Champions of Saint Euphemia
Rebel
A Medieval Fairy Tale Romance
When a knight arrives home from crusade and learns that his betrothed has wed
another, he proposes a marriage of convenience to the woman who has taken
refuge with his company, never expecting their friendship to blossom into love-or
for the peril from abroad to follow him back to Scotland and endanger his new
bride.
Gaston battled for duty and honor—until Ysmaine tempted him to fight for her
love... When the Templar knight Gaston unexpectedly inherits his family estate,
he knows he needs a wife and heir. A marriage of convenience to a widow in
need of assistance is a practical solution and the newly-wed pair leave
Jerusalem, entrusted with the delivery of a package for the Templars. Away from
the life he has known for years, Gaston quickly realizes that little is following his
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plan—especially his mysterious wife, whose presence awakens an unexpected
fire... Twice widowed, Ysmaine doubts she will ever wed again, let alone have a
marriage of merit—until she is charmed by the gruff knight intent upon defending
her. Ysmaine weds again, not only by her own choice but to a warrior whose
honor she admires. She is determined to show Gaston that marriage has more to
offer them both than an heir, but first she must win the trust of the wary man she
has impulsively wed... Neither realize that Gaston has been entrusted with the
treasure of the Templars—much less that someone in their small party is intent
upon claiming the prize at any cost. In a company of strangers with secrets, can
Gaston dare to trust his new bride? Can Ysmaine convince Gaston to confide
what he knows? Can they solve the riddle together before the villain’s plan
comes to fruition and all is lost? * * * The Champions of St. Euphemia series
follows the quest of a group of knights entrusted with a treasure in Jerusalem
which they must deliver safely to Paris on their way to their respective homes.
They find adventure and peril on the way, as well as romance. Since the stories
overlap and build upon each other, they should be read in order. 1. The
Crusader's Bride 2. The Crusader's Heart 3. The Crusader's Kiss 4. The
Crusader's Vow 5. The Crusader's Handfast * * * medieval romance, series
starter, first-in-series, historical romance, Templar, knight, medieval, action
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adventure, quest, treasure, disguise, secret identity, lost heir, widow, arranged
marriage, marriage of convenience, friends to lovers, scottish, highlander, may
december, warrior, jerusalem, venice, paris, scotland, england, robin hood, fish
out of water
A Templar knight and a courtesan become reluctant allies when she offers to
help identify the thief in his company in exchange for his aid in escaping the life
she despises. Their alliance blossoms into more and challenges the convictions
of both-until she becomes the thief's target and the knight must choose between
his vows and his heart.
Once upon a time, the legendary knight Burke Fitzgavin galloped into Kiltorren
Castle and fell in love with Alys, the lord’s orphaned niece. But her uncle was
determined that Burke marry one of his homely daughters instead. Through tricks
and lies, Burke was sent away believing that Alys wanted nothing of his heart
Pledged to a Bride Quest, Burke has vowed not to return home until he finds his
long-lost love. He returns to Kiltorren to discover that the fiery young innocent
has become a woman, a servant on her uncle’s estate. Paying penance for
Burke’s long-ago embrace, she wants nothing to do with him. Burke knows he
must earn her trust again. Even as he slowly rekindles her desire, Alys’ family
attempts to thwart their romance—determined that Alys should not marry before
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her cousins do. But Burke is a warrior and this battle to win the hand and the
heart of his one true love will be his greatest challenge ever… second chance at
love, reunion, medieval romance, irish romance, cinderella, knight, fairy tale
romance
The Jewels of Kinfairlie Boxed Set
The Crusader's Kiss
Timeless Loves
Fallen
The Rogue
The three sons of a notorious mercenary should never have met…but now that they are
sworn allies, the Scottish Borders will never be the same… Denied his rightful legacy,
Maximilian de Vries devised a plan to avenge himself upon his father and see his own future
secured. Allied with his two half-brothers, he descends upon ancient and mysterious
Kilderrick, determined to seize the keep once promised to him, regardless of the price. A
woman rumored to be a witch is the sole one bold enough to defy him but Maximilian has a
solution̶he will take her to wife, whether she be willing or nay, and seal his claim. But this
powerful warrior has yet to match wits with Alys Armstrong, a maiden with a thirst for
vengeance and a fury that might exceed his own. Alys has no intention of capitulating to the
proud and powerful rogue who stole everything from her̶no matter how seductive his
touch might be̶and she does not share his compulsion to fight fair. Bitter enemies from the
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outset, Maximilian and Alys match is a battle of wills. When passion flares, will either of
them be able to resist temptation? And when Kilderrick itself is in peril, will they join forces
to save the holding they each prize̶and the unexpected love they value above all else? * * *
The Blood Brothers series: 1. The Wolf & the Witch (Maximilian and Alys) 2. The Hunter & the
Heiress (Amaury and Elizabeth) 3. The Dragon & the Damsel (Rafael and Ceara) 4. The Scot &
the Sorceress (Murdoch and Nyssa) * * * arranged marriage, marriage of inconvenience,
enemies to lovers, abduction, war of wills, second chance, beauty and the beast, scotland,
medieval romance, band of brothers
""A company of knights chosen to deliver a sealed trunk from the Templar treasury in
Jerusalem to safekeeping in Paris. A group of pilgrims seeking the protection of the Templars
to return home as the Saracens prepare to besiege the city. A mysterious treasure that
someone will even kill to possess..."" His dream of becoming a knight achieved,
Bartholomew heads home to avenge his parents-only to find himself hunted and in need of
the assistance of a most unlikely and unpredictable ally. Anna seeks justice with a disregard
for the law that shocks Bartholomew, but the bold maiden's tactics are as effective as her
kisses are seductive. Does she truly wish to aid him in regaining his legacy, or is she using
him as a pawn in some scheme of her own?
Four magical medieval romances from the Queen of Medieval Romance , Claire
Delacroix. Meet the siblings in the mischievous and loving family at Kinfairlie and follow their
adventures in pursuit of true love. In The Beauty Bride, Madeline is appalled by her older
brother s determination to see her wed against her will. When he auctions her hand to an
outlawed mercenary, she flees them both, certain that her fate cannot be worse. But Rhys
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FitzHenry is not a man to abandon what he holds dear, and Madeline s proud beauty has
captured his heart. Can a rough knight enchant her with stories and convince her to be his
wife in truth, or will his enemies have their vengeance first? In The Rose Red Bride, Vivienne
is convinced that only destiny could bring such a wondrous secret lover to her chamber, but
with morning s light, her lover abducts her. Erik knows that justice can only be gained from
the Lammergeier with force, especially as the fate of his young daughters hangs in the
balance. Can Vivienne help this wounded highlander to regain his legacy, and win his heart
for her own? In The Snow White Bride, Eleanor seeks sanctuary at Kinfairlie on Christmas Eve.
The Laird of Kinfairlie s sisters decide that the beautiful widow will be the perfect match for
their brother. Alexander s heart is quickly lost, but as Eleanor s secrets are revealed, he
fears he has trusted too much too soon. Will Eleanor s past jeopardize the future of this
knight who has claimed her heart, or can she save him from the peril that follows her? This
digital boxed set includes all three medieval romances in the Jewels of Kinfairlie trilogy ‒
The Beauty Bride, The Rose Red Bride, The Snow White Bride ‒ as well as the linked short
story, The Ballad of Rosamunde. ***** I ve written many series set in my fictional medieval
Scottish world of Ravensmuir, Kinfairlie and Inverfyre. This is the order in which the stories
take place, although you can start with any series. I recommend you read each series in
order. There s a tab on my website for ALL books in this world:
http://delacroix.net/ravensmuir/ I. The Rogues of Ravensmuir This is the first series to take
place in this world. These three books are a bit more gothic in tone and less tightly linked to
each other than the books in subsequent series. 1. The Rogue Merlyn and Ysabella s story is
a second chance romance with a bit of intrigue and suspense. Their relationship is a class war
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- he s the laird and she s a village girl - but there s an immediate attraction between
them. Can Merlyn trust in love at first sight? Can Ysabella trust her rogue of a husband when
he returns five years after their parting to ask for her help? This is the first book featuring
Ravensmuir and in it, we learn the story of its sister holding, Kinfairlie. 2. The Scoundrel Can a
notorious bad boy like Merlyn s brother Gawain be redeemed by love? In this story, Gawain
meets his match, the enticing Eglantine, who is not just as adept a thief as he is but is
prepared to seduce him to regain the prize she desires. This is cat-and-mouse story of action,
adventure and intrigue takes us from York to the highlands of Scotland, to Eglantine s
home at Inverfyre. 3. The Warrior At the end of The Scoundrel, Inverfyre is lost to the
notorious MacLaren clan, but years later, Eglantine and Gawain s son Michael - the Hawk of
Inverfyre - returns to reclaim his legacy. He has need of an heir so he abducts Aileen to be his
bride, never guessing that these two have shared a great passion in their past lives. At
Inverfyre, Aileen is plagued by visions and fears she is going mad, while the Hawk is
uncertain whether his beguiling new bride can be trusted̶or whether she has let the
MacLarens in the gate. This medieval Scottish romance has some fantasy elements as it s a
reincarnation story. II. The Jewels of Kinfairlie At the end of The Warrior, there is a family
gathering at Inverfyre. We briefly meet Merlyn and Ysabella s son Roland, his wife
Catherine, and their eight children. This series begins several years later, after Roland and
Catherine s tragic death, when their oldest son Alexander suddenly becomes laird. The
treasury is empty. The harvest will be poor. Alexander needs to see his sisters married as
quickly as possible, but they wish to wed for love. 1. The Beauty Bride Alexander arranges an
auction for the hand of his defiant sister, intending to manage the list of bidders - but a
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notorious mercenary, Rhys fitzHenry, pays the highest price. This arranged marriage
doesn t begin well, as Madeline is a runaway bride, but Rhys pursues her, saves her, and
tries to court her. I love that Rhys tells Madeline stories to win her heart, and that she quickly
figures out that each choice of story reveals one of her husband s secrets. 2. The Rose Red
Bride Alexander thinks he s learned his lesson and is thrilled when Vivienne s former
suitor, Nicholas Sinclair, wants to claim her hand. It s a little uncommon that Nicholas
wants to abduct his bride, but Alexander is sure that Vivienne will think that a romantic
gesture, and when the wedding is held in the morning, all will be well. But the highlander
seeking Alexander s agreement isn t Nicholas - it s his brother Erik in disguise, a man
who needs a wife only because he needs a son to claim his legacy. He s not counting on
Vivienne stealing his heart, too. 3. The Snow White Bride It s Christmas at Kinfairlie and a
mysterious noblewoman seeks refuge in the chapel. When the sisters learn that she s a
widow in need of protection, they decide to play a trick on Alexander and arrange his
marriage. Eleanor thinks husbands are all the same, so is agreeable, although she isn t
counting on Alexander s youth, charm, and desire to claim her heart. When her past
catches up to her and Kinfairlie is at risk, how much will Eleanor sacrifice to see her new
husband safe? What price will Alexander pay to defend his bride? 4. The Ballad of
Rosamunde Rosamunde, the pirate queen and aunt of the siblings at Kinfairlie, was adopted
by Gawain in The Scoundrel and trapped in the realm of the Fae in The Rose Red Bride. In this
short story, a friends-to-lovers story, Padraig rescues Rosamunde, his valor making her
realize that she loves him, too. III. The True Love Brides At the end of The Snow White Bride,
Alexander decrees that his remaining sisters will marry for love. The portal to the realm of
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the Fae has been opened, though, and the Fae king Finvarra desires Elizabeth. Finvarra
agrees that he will abandon his suit if four of the siblings marry their true loves, although
Elizabeth knows that the portal to the Fae realm has to be closed as well. 1. The Renegade s
Heart Isabella is smitten with a rogue knight, come to Kinfairlie to demand the return of his
family s stolen treasure. She takes Murdoch s cause against that of her brother, then
learns that Murdoch has been claimed by the Fae queen - who holds his heart still. Can a
mortal maiden defeat an immortal queen by winning Murdoch s love for her own? 2. The
Highlander s Curse Garrett is cursed to hear the thoughts of others as clearly as his own, a
spell intended to make him an outcast so his legacy could be stolen. He finds solace in the
company and the touch of gentle Annelise. Can Annelise s love heal him so he can recover
his stolen legacy and give her the home - and the husband - she deserves? 3. The Frost
Maiden s Kiss Malcolm returns to Ravensmuir after years as a mercenary with a hoard large
enough to finance the rebuilding of his legacy and his soul due to the Fae. When pregnant
Catriona arrives at Ravensmuir, Malcolm knows he can give her a future with a marriage of
convenience that makes her child heir to Ravensmuir. Catriona expects nothing of men, but
Malcolm s kindness and strength earns her love - and makes her determined to save his
soul, regardless of the price. 4. The Warrior s Prize The mercenary Rafael thinks his
companion s sister, Elizabeth, could be an angel come to earth, and one who will hold him
accountable for his sins. Challenged by her and enticed by her, Rafael offers himself instead
of his comrade Malcolm and begins to change his life with his choices. Can he save Elizabeth
from Finvarra? He s determined to try, no matter what the risk to himself - and Elizabeth
cannot resist a man who chooses nobly, just for her. IV. The Brides of Inverfyre There is one
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sibling left unmarried (Ross) and we follow him to Inverfyre, where the children of the Hawk
and Aileen also need to be married. 1. The Mercenary s Bride This Scottish medieval
romance is a Christmas novella, the story of a knight returning to Inverfyre to keep his
promise to the laird s daughter. Having been attacked and left for dead, Quentin is no
longer the man he was and he blames the Hawk for the change in his fortunes. But his
bitterness melts before the admiration of Mhairi, for the maiden he admired has become a
beauty he would die to serve. 2. The Runaway Bride Even though Aiofe is a beauty and an
heiress, she wants to marry for love. Her marriage is arranged to the oldest son of the Hawk
of Inverfyre, but she chooses to flee instead, hoping that his cousin, Ross, will be sent after
her. Aiofe intends to claim Ross s heart, no matter the price, for she knows with one
glimpse that he s the man for her. Ross is caught between his duty and his heart - and the
wicked MacLarens who would use Aiofe as a pawn in their own plan to possess Inverfyre.
There will be more stories in this series, too. There are Family Trees for Inverfyre, Ravensmuir
and Kinfairlie available as free downloads in my online store. The links are on my website,
right here: http://delacroix.net/ravensmuir/family-trees/ ***** scottish romance, medieval
romance, historical romance, highlander, runaway bride, arranged marriage, marriage of
convenience, abduction, widow, hidden heir, suspense, intrigue, Christmas, paranormal
romance, fantasy romance, Fae, fairy tales, beauty and the beast, outlaw
Born into a magical Cree world in snowy northern Manitoba, Champion and Ooneemeetoo
Okimasis are all too soon torn from their family and thrust into the hostile world of a Catholic
residential school. Their language is forbidden, their names are changed to Jeremiah and
Gabriel, and both boys are abused by priests. As young men, estranged from their own
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people and alienated from the culture imposed upon them, the Okimasis brothers fight to
survive. Wherever they go, the Fur Queen--a wily, shape-shifting trickster--watches over
them with a protective eye. For Jeremiah and Gabriel are destined to be artists. Through
music and dance they soar.
Bride Quest II Boxed Set
A Regency Romance Novella
The Last Highlander
The Crusader's Handfast
A Medieval Scottish Romance

First Knights includes four medieval romance series starters from the
Queen of Medieval Romance, Claire Delacroix. Be swept away to a realm of
pageantry and chivalry, where each knight competes for his lady’s favor,
each lady knows her heart’s desire—and love conquers all. Included in this
digital bundle are four first-in-series medieval romances: One Knight
Enchanted, The Princess, The Beauty Bride and The Crusader’s Bride. In
One Knight Enchanted—book #1 of the Rogues & Angels series—Annelise
seeks refuge at a keep when she is separated from her party and pursued
by hungry wolves. The price of admission is marriage to its mysterious
lord, and she agrees—only to find herself in a luxurious palace, and
seduced by her secretive spouse. Her new husband believes he is doomed,
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but Annelise knows that love can conquer all. Can she save her husband
from the curse placed upon him, or will breaking her promise to him cost
any chance to win his wary heart? In The Princess—book #1 of the Bride
Quest series—Brianna is obliged to choose one of three brothers as her
husband. Instead, she challenges them, vowing to wed the one who brings
her a gift that makes her laugh. She has no intention of laughing at all, but
one brother, Luc, declines to follow her whim. Sparks fly between the willful
princess and the disillusioned knight after his brothers depart, and from
this battle of wills, an unexpected love dawns. When the other knights
return, will Luc take up his sword again to defend the maiden who has
claimed his heart, or will Brianna be compelled to wed another? In The
Beauty Bride—book #1 of the Jewels of Kinfairlie series—Madeline flees
her arranged marriage to the notorious outlaw Rhys FitzHenry, only to be
pursued and seduced by her stubborn betrothed. Is she just a possession
to this man who wants a son above all else, or can she capture his love for
her own? Why does Rhys tell her so many stories, and what do they reveal
about her enigmatic husband’s hidden heart? In The Crusader’s
Bride—book #1 of the Champions of St. Euphemia series—the widow
Ysmaine makes a marriage of convenience, accepting the offer of a
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Templar knight in Jerusalem who is leaving the order to return to France.
When their party is attacked, Ysmaine learns that Gaston carries a secret
treasure in trust for the Templars, Ysmaine knows that her new husband’s
survival may depend upon her assistance—and that this man of honor has
stolen her heart. Can she persuade him of the merit of love and trust before
it’s too late? The First Knights digital boxed set includes four thrilling
series starters by Claire Delacroix, bursting with medieval romance,
adventure, suspense, and love everlasting. Be swept away to Claire’s
medieval world in this introduction to four of her medieval romance series
today! *** beauty and the beast, medieval romance, historical romance,
romantic suspense, first in series, series starters, knight, protector,
Templar, guardian, arranged marriage, marriage of convenience, enemies
to lovers, friends to lovers, love unexpected, widow, maiden, action
adventure, band of brothers, outlaw, renegade, hidden heir, mistaken
identity
For generations, legend had stalked the battlements of the fortress
Montsalvat. And now Alienor de Perpignan found herself promised in
marriage to the man at the heart of the oft-whispered tales: Dagobert,
Count de Pereille. A near-mythic being rumored to be a beast by day – and
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more than a man by night. That Alienor was his true-destined bride,
Dagobert de Pereille had no doubt. Indeed, with her exotic beauty and
blade-bright spirit, she could be none other. But could he who bore the
mark – and the curse – of ancient kings ever trust her enough to open his
heart? “Another delicious Delacroix delight!”—Affaire de Coeur
Bartholomew burns to avenge the past—until Anna gives him a future…
Bartholomew returns to England to avenge his parents and reclaim his
stolen legacy, only to be challenged by a band of thieves in the woods of
the estate that was once his home. He captures the bold leader, only to
discover that she is a maiden in disguise, with the wit and audacity that
seizes his attention. He suggests a mock marriage to gain access to the
keep, never guessing the union will tempt them both to desire more—but
can Bartholomew trust a woman who survives by deception? Anna wants
only justice for the people of Haynesdale, no matter what the price, and
does not welcome the interference of a foreign knight, however handsome
he might be. Bartholomew could be a useful ally, if only she could be
certain of his goals. Is this maddening and charming knight just using her
to learn all she knows of the holding’s history for some mysterious cause?
When Bartholomew’s identity as the lost heir of Haynesdale is revealed, he
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becomes the prey of those who destroyed his family. Can he and Anna
forget their distrust and work together for the future of Haynesdale—and
their dawning love? * * * The Champions of St. Euphemia series follows the
quest of a group of knights entrusted with a treasure in Jerusalem which
they must deliver safely to Paris on their way to their respective homes.
They find adventure and peril on the way, as well as romance. Since the
stories overlap and build upon each other, they should be read in order. 1.
The Crusader's Bride 2. The Crusader's Heart 3. The Crusader's Kiss 4. The
Crusader's Vow 5. The Crusader's Handfast * * * Templar, knight, medieval,
action adventure, quest, treasure, disguise, secret identity, lost heir, widow,
arranged marriage, marriage of convenience, friends to lovers, scottish,
highlander, may december, warrior, jerusalem, venice, paris, scotland,
england, robin hood, fish out of water
Wulfe knew his place—until Christina taught him to hope for more... An
orphan and a man who has fought for his own survival, Wulfe is a Templar
knight sworn to the order for life. He will defend the order and his brethren
to his last, but protests when he is included in a mission to deliver a
package to Paris on the cusp of an attack on Jerusalem. The assignment so
vexes him so that he seeks distraction in a Venetian brothel. Wulfe does
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not expect to encounter a courtesan of beauty and wit, her appeal for his
assistance—much less his own desire to fulfill her request... Christina
recognizes immediately that the grim knight offers the chance to escape a
despised life and reclaim her legacy. All she has to do is convince Wulfe to
accompany her out of the city, a challenge that demands more than the
power of her touch—when Wulfe is attacked, she seizes the opportunity to
prove her value to him and his quest, uncertain whether her wits will be
sufficient. As attacks mount and danger engulfs the small company,
Christina is the one who guesses the contents of the Templar
package—and holds the key to its successful delivery. Wulfe is shocked to
realize that she has awakened the heart he forgot he possessed—and when
she risks herself to see his mission completed, he must choose between
his duty and his newfound love... * * * The Champions of St. Euphemia
series follows the quest of a group of knights entrusted with a treasure in
Jerusalem which they must deliver safely to Paris on their way to their
respective homes. They find adventure and peril on the way, as well as
romance. Since the stories overlap and build upon each other, they should
be read in order. 1. The Crusader's Bride 2. The Crusader's Heart 3. The
Crusader's Kiss 4. The Crusader's Vow 5. The Crusader's Handfast * * *
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Templar, knight, medieval, action adventure, quest, treasure, disguise,
secret identity, lost heir, widow, arranged marriage, marriage of
convenience, friends to lovers, scottish, highlander, may december,
warrior, jerusalem, venice, paris, scotland, england, robin hood, fish out of
water
A Scottish Time Travel Romance
An Urban Fantasy Romance
The Heiress
2020 Edition
Kiss of the Fur Queen
A company of Templar knights, chosen by the Grand Master of the Temple in Jerusalem
to deliver a sealed trunk to the Temple in Paris. A group of pilgrims seeking the protection
of the Templars to return home as the Muslims prepare to besiege the city. A mysterious
treasure that someone will even kill to possess… The Champions of St. Euphemia Boxed
Set includes all five medieval romances in this thrilling series by Claire Delacroix. You’ll
join the quest to deliver the treasure from Jerusalem to Paris in The Crusader’s Bride.
Gaston makes a marriage of convenience with Ysmaine, knowing he needs a son, but
soon realizes how little he knows about his new wife. Does he dare to trust her? Can
Ysmaine win the heart of her new husband? Follow Wulfe in The Crusader’s Heart, after
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he encounters the courtesan Christina who refuses to be left behind in Venice. Maybe this
alluring woman is exactly what the orphaned knight needs to reawaken his heart and
convince him to solve the riddles of his past—can he build a future with Christina? Ride
north to England with Bartholomew in The Crusader’s Kiss, in his own quest to reclaim his
stolen legacy and avenge his parents: little does he expect to find a woman leading a
band of thieves in the forest, much less to pretend she is his wife to undermine the villain.
Continue to Scotland with Fergus in The Crusader’s Vow as he returns home after his
military service only to find his betrothed has wed another man. A marriage of
convenience with his friend and the disguised Saracen Leila seems a fitting compromise,
but Leila will not be satisfied until she and Fergus are more than friends and even lovers:
she wants to claim his heart for her own. The treasure finds its final sanctuary in
Radegunde and Duncan’s tale, The Crusader’s Handfast, a May-December romance
between Ysmaine’s maid and Fergus’ man-at-arms, a warrior who believes love has left
him behind. Radegunde holds the secrets of her lady, but also proves to have the power
to steal Duncan’s heart. The Champions of St. Euphemia Boxed Set includes the
complete series of five medieval romances in Claire Delacroix’s sweeping historical
series.
A company of knights chosen to deliver a sealed trunk from the Templar treasury in
Jerusalem to safekeeping in Paris. A group of pilgrims seeking the protection of the
Templars to return home as the Saracens prepare to besiege the city. A mysterious
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treasure that someone will even kill to possess...His dream of becoming a knight
achieved, Bartholomew heads home to avenge his parents--only to find himself hunted
and in need of the assistance of a most unlikely and unpredictable ally. Anna seeks justice
with a disregard for the law that shocks Bartholomew, but the bold maiden's tactics are as
effective as her kisses are seductive. Does she truly wish to aid him in regaining his
legacy, or is she using him as a pawn in some scheme of her own?
At the end of the 21st century, the future of humanity hangs in the balance, caught
between the radioactive waste of a half century of nuclear wars and the repressive
authority of the Republic. Angels sacrifice their wings to join a secret fraternity of freedom
fighters, risking classification as mutants and consignment to the Republic’s slave dens.
Each warrior is a volunteer, but no angel anticipates the full cost of his fall. The eyes of the
Republic are everywhere. Having sacrificed his wings in a bid to save humanity, fallen
angel Armand has a bold plan to assassinate presidential candidate Maximilian
Blackstone. When things go awry and his partner is gravely injured, Armand fears he will
fail and forever lose the chance to rejoin the angels in heaven. Theodora is a wraith, a
woman who officially doesn’t exist. She lives in the shadows, taking risks to earn
bounties—bounties that buy new life for those she loves. Captured when her latest hit
goes horribly wrong, Theodora finds herself the prisoner of a strong, arrogant stranger.
Soon enough, Theodora and Armand find their missions—and their hearts—entwined. But
in their desperate attempt to save the world, will they be able to save each other? “A true
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triumph of storytelling!”—Fresh Fiction urban fantasy romance, paranormal romance,
abduction, fantasy romance, fallen angel, dystopia, apocalyptic, action adventure,
romantic suspense, assassin, outlaw
No woman can resist the charms of Rowan de Montvieux. But the dashing rogue is in no
hurry to marry—until his family dares him to find a bride…or risk losing his inheritance. So
Rowan sets out on a Bride Quest, vowing to wed only The Heiress. But his journey is
interrupted when a slave merchant offers to sell him a ragged peasant girl who carries
herself like a queen. Intrigued and never imagining she is the sought-after Bronwyn of
Ballyroyal, an heiress in disguise, Rowan buys her, offering her his protection if she will
lead him to the bride he seeks. Never has he met a woman so proud, so beautiful, so
defiant. He suspects she is no commoner and vows to uncover her secrets and melt her
fiery resolve. But the perilous voyage to Ireland kindles passions that risk both their lives,
as the slave girl who would not be mastered slowly takes possession of his wary heart.
medieval romance, irish romance, action adventure, disguise, marriage of convenience,
class war, hidden heiress, bad boy hero
One Knight's Return
One Knight Enchanted
The Mercenary's Bride
Reading Order for Deborah Cooke's Paranormal Romances and Contemporary
Romances, and Claire Delacroix's Medieval Romances
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The Brides of North Barrows

The Laird of Kinfairlie has helped his sisters, each a gem in her own right, to find
husbands. Now the laird himself seeks to wed, and pins his hopes on The Snow
White Bride. Lady Eleanor knows better than to dream of romance and love.
Married twice to secure her father's alliances, she has learned that she is
desirable only for her fortune. When the Laird of Kinfairlie's sisters ask her to wed
their brother, Alexander, Eleanor agrees, expecting only to save herself from
danger. But Alexander is like no man she's known before, a man more interested
in courting her smile than her obedience, a man who values her counsel as much
as her newly awakened passion…and a man unaware that Eleanor is the key to
a fortune that could ensure the future of everything he holds dear. Now, ruthless
enemies will stop at nothing to secure Eleanor's capture. Will she dare to trust
her new husband before it's too late for her, for Alexander, and for Kinfairlie?
***** I’ve written many series set in my fictional medieval Scottish world of
Ravensmuir, Kinfairlie and Inverfyre. This is the order in which the stories take
place, although you can start with any series. I recommend you read each series
in order. There’s a tab on my website for ALL books in this world:
http://delacroix.net/ravensmuir/ I. The Rogues of Ravensmuir This is the first
series to take place in this world. These three books are a bit more gothic in tone
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and less tightly linked to each other than the books in subsequent series. 1. The
Rogue Merlyn and Ysabella’s story is a second chance romance with a bit of
intrigue and suspense. Their relationship is a class war - he’s the laird and she’s
a village girl - but there’s an immediate attraction between them. Can Merlyn trust
in love at first sight? Can Ysabella trust her rogue of a husband when he returns
five years after their parting to ask for her help? This is the first book featuring
Ravensmuir and in it, we learn the story of its sister holding, Kinfairlie. 2. The
Scoundrel Can a notorious bad boy like Merlyn’s brother Gawain be redeemed
by love? In this story, Gawain meets his match, the enticing Eglantine, who is not
just as adept a thief as he is but is prepared to seduce him to regain the prize she
desires. This is cat-and-mouse story of action, adventure and intrigue takes us
from York to the highlands of Scotland, to Eglantine’s home at Inverfyre. 3. The
Warrior At the end of The Scoundrel, Inverfyre is lost to the notorious MacLaren
clan, but years later, Eglantine and Gawain’s son Michael - the Hawk of Inverfyre
- returns to reclaim his legacy. He has need of an heir so he abducts Aileen to be
his bride, never guessing that these two have shared a great passion in their past
lives. At Inverfyre, Aileen is plagued by visions and fears she is going mad, while
the Hawk is uncertain whether his beguiling new bride can be trusted—or
whether she has let the MacLarens in the gate. This medieval Scottish romance
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has some fantasy elements as it’s a reincarnation story. II. The Jewels of
Kinfairlie At the end of The Warrior, there is a family gathering at Inverfyre. We
briefly meet Merlyn and Ysabella’s son Roland, his wife Catherine, and their eight
children. This series begins several years later, after Roland and Catherine’s
tragic death, when their oldest son Alexander suddenly becomes laird. The
treasury is empty. The harvest will be poor. Alexander needs to see his sisters
married as quickly as possible, but they wish to wed for love. 1. The Beauty Bride
Alexander arranges an auction for the hand of his defiant sister, intending to
manage the list of bidders - but a notorious mercenary, Rhys fitzHenry, pays the
highest price. This arranged marriage doesn’t begin well, as Madeline is a
runaway bride, but Rhys pursues her, saves her, and tries to court her. I love that
Rhys tells Madeline stories to win her heart, and that she quickly figures out that
each choice of story reveals one of her husband’s secrets. 2. The Rose Red
Bride Alexander thinks he’s learned his lesson and is thrilled when Vivienne’s
former suitor, Nicholas Sinclair, wants to claim her hand. It’s a little uncommon
that Nicholas wants to abduct his bride, but Alexander is sure that Vivienne will
think that a romantic gesture, and when the wedding is held in the morning, all
will be well. But the highlander seeking Alexander’s agreement isn’t Nicholas - it’s
his brother Erik in disguise, a man who needs a wife only because he needs a
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son to claim his legacy. He’s not counting on Vivienne stealing his heart, too. 3.
The Snow White Bride It’s Christmas at Kinfairlie and a mysterious noblewoman
seeks refuge in the chapel. When the sisters learn that she’s a widow in need of
protection, they decide to play a trick on Alexander and arrange his marriage.
Eleanor thinks husbands are all the same, so is agreeable, although she isn’t
counting on Alexander’s youth, charm, and desire to claim her heart. When her
past catches up to her and Kinfairlie is at risk, how much will Eleanor sacrifice to
see her new husband safe? What price will Alexander pay to defend his bride? 4.
The Ballad of Rosamunde Rosamunde, the pirate queen and aunt of the siblings
at Kinfairlie, was adopted by Gawain in The Scoundrel and trapped in the realm
of the Fae in The Rose Red Bride. In this short story, a friends-to-lovers story,
Padraig rescues Rosamunde, his valor making her realize that she loves him,
too. III. The True Love Brides At the end of The Snow White Bride, Alexander
decrees that his remaining sisters will marry for love. The portal to the realm of
the Fae has been opened, though, and the Fae king Finvarra desires Elizabeth.
Finvarra agrees that he will abandon his suit if four of the siblings marry their true
loves, although Elizabeth knows that the portal to the Fae realm has to be closed
as well. 1. The Renegade’s Heart Isabella is smitten with a rogue knight, come to
Kinfairlie to demand the return of his family’s stolen treasure. She takes
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Murdoch’s cause against that of her brother, then learns that Murdoch has been
claimed by the Fae queen - who holds his heart still. Can a mortal maiden defeat
an immortal queen by winning Murdoch’s love for her own? 2. The Highlander’s
Curse Garrett is cursed to hear the thoughts of others as clearly as his own, a
spell intended to make him an outcast so his legacy could be stolen. He finds
solace in the company and the touch of gentle Annelise. Can Annelise’s love heal
him so he can recover his stolen legacy and give her the home - and the
husband - she deserves? 3. The Frost Maiden’s Kiss Malcolm returns to
Ravensmuir after years as a mercenary with a hoard large enough to finance the
rebuilding of his legacy and his soul due to the Fae. When pregnant Catriona
arrives at Ravensmuir, Malcolm knows he can give her a future with a marriage
of convenience that makes her child heir to Ravensmuir. Catriona expects
nothing of men, but Malcolm’s kindness and strength earns her love - and makes
her determined to save his soul, regardless of the price. 4. The Warrior’s Prize
The mercenary Rafael thinks his companion’s sister, Elizabeth, could be an angel
come to earth, and one who will hold him accountable for his sins. Challenged by
her and enticed by her, Rafael offers himself instead of his comrade Malcolm and
begins to change his life with his choices. Can he save Elizabeth from Finvarra?
He’s determined to try, no matter what the risk to himself - and Elizabeth cannot
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resist a man who chooses nobly, just for her. IV. The Brides of Inverfyre There is
one sibling left unmarried (Ross) and we follow him to Inverfyre, where the
children of the Hawk and Aileen also need to be married. 1. The Mercenary’s
Bride This Scottish medieval romance is a Christmas novella, the story of a
knight returning to Inverfyre to keep his promise to the laird’s daughter. Having
been attacked and left for dead, Quentin is no longer the man he was and he
blames the Hawk for the change in his fortunes. But his bitterness melts before
the admiration of Mhairi, for the maiden he admired has become a beauty he
would die to serve. 2. The Runaway Bride Even though Aiofe is a beauty and an
heiress, she wants to marry for love. Her marriage is arranged to the oldest son
of the Hawk of Inverfyre, but she chooses to flee instead, hoping that his cousin,
Ross, will be sent after her. Aiofe intends to claim Ross’s heart, no matter the
price, for she knows with one glimpse that he’s the man for her. Ross is caught
between his duty and his heart - and the wicked MacLarens who would use Aiofe
as a pawn in their own plan to possess Inverfyre. There will be more stories in
this series, too. There are Family Trees for Inverfyre, Ravensmuir and Kinfairlie
available as free downloads in my online store. The links are on my website, right
here: http://delacroix.net/ravensmuir/family-trees/ ***** medieval romance,
Scottish romance, historical romance, widow, arranged marriage, marriage of
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convenience, romantic suspense, secrets, hidden identity, heiress, Christmas
romance
Dear Reader— Seductive and mysterious, Merlyn was the laird of
Ravensmuir—never had a man so stirred my body and soul. I gave myself to
him—willingly, trustingly, passionately—and we soon wed. Then a horrible
revelation emerged, shattering my innocence and my marriage… Five years
later, Merlyn returned to my doorstep, desperate for my help. The scoundrel
swore he was haunted by memories of me, that a treasure locked in Ravensmuir
could clear his name. Yet I could not surrender to his will again. Now he is said to
be murdered and Ravensmuir has fallen into my hands. But even as I cross the
threshold of this cursed keep, I hear his whisper in the darkness, feel his caress
in the night, and I know that Merlyn has told me but part of his tale. Should I do
as is right and expose his lair? Or dare I trust my alluring but deceptive
spouse—the rogue who destroyed my heart? —Ysabella * * * Claire has written
numerous books featuring the Lammergeier family and set in her fictional
medieval Scottish realm of Ravensmuir, Kinfairlie and Ravensmuir. You can read
all the books in order, or read each series in order. A. The Rogues of Ravensmuir
The first trilogy. It all begins with Merlyn at Ravensmuir... 1. The Rogue - Merlyn
and Ysabella's second chance romance 2. The Scoundrel - Gawain (Merlyn's
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brother) and Evangeline's mistaken identity/disguise romance. 3. The Warrior Michael (the Hawk of Inverfyre and son of Gawain and Evangeline) and Aileen's
marriage of convenience and second chance romance B. The Jewels of Kinfairlie
This series tells the stories of the children of Roland, the younger son of Merlyn
and Ysabella. There are eight children, and they appear briefly at the end of The
Warrior. 1. The Beauty Bride - Madeline and Rhys' marriage of (in)convenience
romance 2. The Rose Red Bride - Vivienne and Erik's mistaken identity and
marriage of (in)convenience romance 3. The Snow White Bride - Alexander and
Eleanor's marriage of convenience Christmas romance 4. The Ballad of
Rosamunde - a short story featuring Rosamunde (the pirate queen) and Padraig
and a friends-to-lovers romance. The True Love Brides This series follows the
next four siblings and features a battle against the Fae for the hearts of those
from Kinfairlie. 1. The Renegade's Heart - Isabella and Murdoch's forbidden love
and protector romance 2. The Highlander's Curse - Annelise and Garrett's
outcast and protector romance 3. The Frost Maiden's Kiss - Malcolm and
Catriona's protector and marriage of convenience romance 4. The Warrior's Prize
- Elizabeth and Rafael's protector, forbidden love, and outcast romance The
Brides of Inverfyre This series (in progress) takes us into the Highlands to
Inverfyre for the story of Ross, the eighth sibling, as well as the stories of the
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children of the Hawk and Aileen. 1. The Mercenary's Bride - Mhairi and Quentin's
second chance Christmas romance 2. The Runaway Bride - Ross and Aiofe's
runaway bride, protector and forbidden love romance. You can download free
family trees from Claire's website, right here:
https://delacroix.net/ravensmuir/family-trees/ * * * rogue, medieval, disguise,
second chance, secret baby, intrigue, thief, hidden heiress, protector, gothic,
reincarnation, on the rocks, class war, protector, knight, warrior, bride
At the end of the 21st century, the future of humanity hangs in the balance,
caught between the radioactive waste of a half century of nuclear wars and the
repressive authority of the Republic. Angels sacrifice their wings to join a secret
fraternity of freedom fighters, risking classification as mutants and consignment
to the Republic's slave dens. Each warrior is a volunteer, but no angel anticipates
the full cost of his fall. The eyes of the Republic are everywhere... Lilia Desjardins
has never played by the rules and she isn't about to start when her estranged
husband’s death is declared an accident. Lilia knows Gid better than that, and if
anyone is owed justice, it's the most decent man she's ever known. She leaves
all she knows to risk the dark heart of the Republic—only to find that she herself
has been targeted by forces unknown and that her deepest secret has not only
been uncovered but will be used against her. Adam Montgomery will do anything
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to complete his earthly mission and return to the existence he knows, even if he
has to seduce the enigmatic Lilia Desjardins. But when his contact is murdered
and he must rely upon Lilia’s silence to save him from the slave dens, Adam
knows that his wings might be only his first sacrifice. As danger and intrigue
surround them, Lilia and Adam realize they must work together—body, mind and
soul—in order to save the world. apocalyptic, fallen angel hero, dystopia, urban
fantasy romance, romantic suspense, cop hero, rebel, female sleuth, paranormal
romance, disguise
Quinn de Sayerne vowed never to return home while his wicked father drew
breath. Twenty years after his departure, the knight and crusader is summoned
to claim his family holding after his father’s death. But the overlord decrees that
Quinn must wed Melissande, the beautiful but frosty heiress of neighboring
Annossy. Quinn resolves to win the heart of his lady wife, no matter what the
cost, and thence the seal of Sayerne. Melissande cannot believe that her liege
lord has ignored her betrothal and wed her to a mercenary. Worse, he has
granted her beloved Annossy to her new husband against her every protest.
Though Melissande finds herself the chattel of this rough knight, she is
determined to fight Quinn on every front—for the sake of her betrothal, Annossy,
and her own pride. But Annossy itself is in danger with brigands raiding its
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borders. Quinn is charged to oust the villains, but soon fears his lady wife is in
peril—or is she allied with the brigands? Can this pair come to trust each other in
time to work together for the sake of the future, or will a villain’s evil scheme cost
them both everything they hold dear?
Three Medieval Scottish Romances
The Temptress
A Medieval Romance
Unicorn Bride
The Snow White Bride
Esmeraude of Ceinn-beithe knows that she alone can name the
winner of her heart. To the knights gallant who ride from afar to do
her bidding, she issues a challenge: a riddle that is both quest and
test. And then she flees, daring her suitor to follow. Thus begins the
Bride Quest of Bayard of Villonne, to compete for the hand of a
woman he has never seen... Newly returned from the Crusades,
Bayard has warned his family of a pending attack upon their estate.
When they pay no heed to his message, he swears to protect the
family holding himself...even if its price is a marriage of
convenience. It seems a simple matter to win the hand of a rural
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maid in a barbarian contest—until the chase begins. Esmeraude's
challenge makes her far more intriguing than Bayard had dared to
hope. But when he follows her across the waters and rescues a
tattered, ravishing damsel in disguise, he knows he has found her.
Recklessly, she offers herself to the handsome stranger. But not
even a passion that touches both their souls can win her hand. For
Esmeraude will settle for nothing less than total surrender of the
crusader’s worn and weary heart...a treasure Bayard is determined
to keep shielded forever. scottish romance, medieval romance, bride
quest, runaway bride, knight, disguise, fairy tale romance, scotland,
crusader, arranged marriage
The Brides of North Barrows includes all four Regency romance
novellas in the Brides of North Barrows series by Claire Delacroix.
In this series, two orphaned sisters are inspired to make love
matches and dream of future happiness. In Something Wicked This
Way Comes, Sophia is disguised as the governess of Daphne and
Eurydice when she meets Lucien again, the man who broke her
heart, and he sees through her charade. She dreams of a second
chance at love, but Lucien has made a deal with a demon to see her
avenged and the demon will collect his due on All Hallow’s Eve—can
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they join forces to break the curse and win a future together? In A
Duke by Any Other Name, Daphne is on the way to Christmas
wedding and dreams of her own nuptials. When she encounters a
foppish duke, she’s determined to make the most of a rare
opportunity. But there’s much more to Alexander than meets the
eye, and Daphne is the one to pierce his disguise. Will the beguiling
maiden jeopardize his mission for the crown, or will they corner the
jewel thief together? In A Baron for All Seasons, Anthea accepts her
brother Alexander’s invitation to leave Scotland for London to
organize his wedding to Daphne. She hasn’t visited town since she
was accused of theft, but discovers that Rupert, her brother’s friend,
has been working valiantly to clear her name. They join forces to
locate the last missing gem, and their love blossoms. Anthea would
wed Rupert for love, but he has no inheritance and won’t ask her to
live with less—will these two star-crossed lovers find a way to be
together? In A Most Inconvenient Earl, Eurydice is convinced that a
practical match will suit her best. She resolves to wed a wealthy
rogue and let him do as he will in town while she writes in his
country house. Alexander’s friend Sebastian is the ideal choice, so
she proposes to him. Sebastian is astonished and intrigued by this
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unconventional offer and accepts out of curiosity. The couple elope
and flee to London, finding adventure, romance and love along the
way. But can a smitten Sebastian convince Eurydice to make their
marriage of convenience into a real one? The Brides of North
Barrows includes four Regency romance novellas, brimming with
disguises and mistaken identities, hidden heirs, second chances and
a marriage of convenience that becomes so much more. Join Daphne
and Eurydice for romance, intrigue and love forevermore! *** You
can download a free family tree for the series on my website:
http://Delacroix.net/North-Barrows Keywords: regency romance,
second chance romance, reunion, hidden heiress, guardian,
protector, cursed hero, wealthy hero, disguise, mistaken identity,
only a duke will do, spies, action adventure, jewel thief, samhain,
christmas, at a wedding, Scottish hero, Scotland, touch of magic,
friends to lovers, crush, best friend's sister, hidden heir, marriage of
convenience, fake rake, Gretna Green, bluestocking heroine, love
unexpected, scars, sisters, orphan, unexpected proposal For fans of:
Julia Quinn, Eloisa James, Lisa Kleypas, Tessa Dare, Georgette
Heyer, Sarah MacLean, Mary Balogh, Courtney Milan, Johanna
Lindsay, Grace Burrowes, Elizabeth Hoyt, Erica Ridley, Jo Beverly,
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Madeline Hunter, Stephanie Laurens, Ava Stone, Deb Marlowe,
Darcy Burke, Christie Caldwell, Sabrina Jeffreys,
Surrender to three loves that transcend time! In The Last
Highlander, an illustrator's research trip to Scotland takes a turn
for romance when a handsome rogue of a 13th century Highlander
insists that only she can send him home again and vows to whatever
is necessary to win her favor. Soon Morgan finds herself torn
between helping Alasdair and wanting to keep him forever. In Once
Upon a Kiss, a practical businessman discovers a sleeping beauty on
his newly acquired Scottish property: not only does Aurelia
complicate the renovation of Baird's newest boutique hotel, but she
thaws his heart and threatens to claim it forever. In The Moonstone,
a medieval knight allows a pretty condemned witch to make one last
wish, never imagining that her sorcery will work. She drops her
magical charm, and as a man of honor, he can only pursue her and
ensure justice, wherever she has fled. But when Niall finds Vivian in
a world filled with possibilities and passion, will he be able to resist
the temptation to stay? Be seduced by three magical stories of love
conquering the barrier of time! *** time travel romance, medieval
Scotland, medieval romance, magic, witch, knight, highlander,
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millionaire, second chance at love, friends to enemies, enemies to
lovers, reincarnation, sleeping beauty, cursed hero, star-crossed
lovers, romantic comedy, contemporary romance
Fergus’ heart was broken forever—until Leila tempted him to love
again… Returning home to Scotland triumphant and entrusted with
the precious relic of the Templars, Fergus is stunned to learn that
his beloved Isobel has wed another man. He knows he will never love
again, so a marriage of convenience to his friend and comrade,
Leila, seems a fitting compromise. At least it will give Leila the
security of a home and husband, even if it offers far less than Fergus
desired of marriage… Leila fears her past will pursue her,
compelling to return to her former life, until Fergus offers the ideal
solution. She yearns for more than a practical match with the valiant
Highlander, but hopes to win his heart before revealing the love she
has kept secret from him. All might end well, if Fergus’ former
betrothed would just relinquish her hold upon him… When those
who hunt the Templar treasure in Fergus’ possession identify its
location, both Fergus and Leila could lose far more than their
marriage. Will they triumph over the past and trust each other in
time to find happiness together? * * * The Champions of St.
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Euphemia series follows the quest of a group of knights entrusted
with a treasure in Jerusalem which they must deliver safely to Paris
on their way to their respective homes. They find adventure and
peril on the way, as well as romance. Since the stories overlap and
build upon each other, they should be read in order. 1. The
Crusader's Bride 2. The Crusader's Heart 3. The Crusader's Kiss 4.
The Crusader's Vow 5. The Crusader's Handfast * * * Templar,
knight, medieval, action adventure, quest, treasure, disguise, secret
identity, lost heir, widow, arranged marriage, marriage of
convenience, friends to lovers, scottish, highlander, may december,
warrior, jerusalem, venice, paris, scotland, england, robin hood, fish
out of water
Four Medieval Romance Series Starters
A Baron for All Seasons
Once Upon a Kiss
The Champions of St. Euphemia Boxed Set
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